Muster the Will and Skill for Change

The findings from a four-year study of high schools that are experiencing real improvement offer insights into successful change.

It's like a different school now. It's entirely different in terms of attitude and commitment that weren't here when I first came. Ninety-nine and forty-four hundredths percent of efforts to change things here have conked out.

These comments came from two schools in our four-year study of high school renewal. We focused on what lay behind such different degrees of success in improving schools. Others have done good studies of "excellent," "recognized" schools (Corcoran and Wilson 1988). But the missing piece for most school people is how to get there: how to lead and manage the process of school reform.

We chose to look at urban high schools—really difficult settings for improvement. Buildings are decaying, teachers are frustrated with an outmoded curriculum and school structure, administrators are harried, parents are desperate, and students—poor, minority, and immigrant—are often shortchanged. We believed that if we could understand how real improvement takes place in such settings, the lessons would be generic, useful in less difficult schools.

During 1985–86 we did five in-depth case studies of high schools in Boston, New York, New Jersey, Cleveland, and Los Angeles—high schools that were improving. We returned to them briefly in 1988. We also did a national survey of 178 big-city high school principals whose schools had been carrying out serious improvement efforts for one to four years. We were able to draw clear, compelling lessons about what makes for successful change efforts. We saw repeatedly that the leadership and management of change was a matter of dealing with uncertainty, complexity, turbulence, and the cussedness of many different people. Narrow blueprints or "rules for change" did not work. As Fullan (1982) points out, the issue is developing "a feel for the process" and "learning to get better at change."

In this article, we summarize a few of our key conclusions about successful change and outline what may be involved in using them effectively.

From Knowledge to Action

We believe that at least five issues are involved in getting from knowledge to action (Miles 1987, Louis and Miles 1990a):

One of the factors involved in improving our high schools is empowering the people engaged in the day-to-day life of the school and supporting their change efforts.
Will comes in part from success experiences and in part from environmental encouragement of change efforts, both of which lead people to believe that their actions can make a difference.

Furthermore, skill can’t be developed through reading, explanations, or videotapes. Improving skill requires doing: practice, getting feedback, and reshaping the doing until the action makes sense, is smooth, and gets you where you want to go. Most people know this about skiing or tennis, but don’t consider it in relation to the behaviors involved in educational change. Good skill-development models (for example, Joyce and Showers 1983) often go unused in day-to-day school improvement work.

Our Findings and How to Use Them
We’ll talk about four topics from our study (the context, vision building, resources, and problem coping), discuss some of the will and skill issues involved, and suggest some advice.3

The Context
Our basic findings here were that turbulence in the external context is the norm (five new chancellors in New York since 1980, for example) and that school improvement is most successful when schools and their districts are actively engaged with each other—but with few strict rules and much autonomy for the school in choosing change goals and strategies. Our least successful site, for example, was “micro-managed” by the district office down to the level of who should do cafeteria duty.

It’s clear that district offices will have to learn to rely more on their working relationships with schools, and less on rules and mandates, to steer a course through the turbulent waters. Schools have to have room, a good deal of local decision-making power, and help with the problems they face. That means a well-coupled relationship, not a distant one. And when there is pressure to carry out a particular improvement program, it must be accompanied by plenty of support (Huberman and Miles 1984) if it is to succeed.4

Schools also have an internal context, which may include weak cohesiveness, staff cynicism about past innovation failures, or disarmament about the present, in contrast to a prior “golden age” (“good kids were here in the ’50s and ’60s . . . . not a mark on the walls . . . . they could get into any college they wanted. Now it’s a zoo.”). These issues need to be addressed early in the improvement process.

Issues of will. Central office people often worry that empowering schools will just lead to chaos (read “central office powerlessness”). There is often a zero-sum view (more for them means less for us), but real empowerment usually expands the pie, with more coherent control on everyone’s part. Also, when school-based management is launched, district staff may not be tenacious enough to make it work—or may just abandon schools, leaving them to their own devices.

People in schools sometimes feel unwilling to stick their necks out, ask for the autonomy they need, bid for the type of working relationship that will get things done. It’s safer to blame “downtown” than to take responsibility for working things through with the central office. And it’s also easy to avoid taking a square look at the school’s own internal context and doing direct work on less-than-optimal conditions. Advice: Get focused help through organization development, school-based review, or effective schools programs is useful.
Key skills. The skills of empowerment are not easy ones. One needs to learn how to take active initiative without shutting others out—and to support others’ initiative without becoming paternal. It can help central office people to realize that they are not necessarily sharing or delegating decision-making power over every aspect of school life.

Another key skill is clear decision allocation (this one is non-negotiable ours. I will decide this one but need your advice, that one belongs to the school, this one we should discuss and decide jointly in a principals’ meeting, that one is properly a board decision). Advice: Coaching on decision allocation helps—even for central office people.

The skills of relationship-building between previously unequal partners are not minor. How does one build trust and supply/receive help if the history is one of rules and control/compliance/avoidance? On the school side of the relationship, key skills include assertiveness (how to ask for what’s wanted directly without aggression, game-playing, or blaming) and how to negotiate effectively when resources are scarce or there are competing claims. Advice: Assertiveness training, as well as training in negotiation and conflict resolution for principals and department heads—since the same issues appear internally when school-based management is under way—is money well spent.

Vision Building
Our findings were that broad, ennobling, passionate, shared images of what the school should become do much to guide successful improvement. People in one of our successful schools said, "We are not only a school for kids, but a university for teachers"—a vision that led to a strong internal cadre’s running an immense and rich range of staff development. Visions may either emerge from or lead to smaller “change themes,” such as “get successful small projects going” or “model improved supervision and teaching.” Gaining real ownership of visions by school staff is critical and requires serious time investment, patience, and empowerment for success.

Visioning is a joint process, hope depends on successful and optimistic interaction among people.

Issues of will. Will looms very large in vision building. Many people experience fear and uncertainty about the future, since they feel it cannot be known. Advice: Asking people to look back on the future, as if it had already happened, is very helpful. An example: "It’s October 6, 1992. The governor’s office has just cited this school as one of 10 outstanding schools in the state. Write the citation.” Furthermore, people often stop themselves from vision building by doubting themselves and their ability to be out front, leading, making a commitment. And they weaken the power of their visions by taking present structures and procedures as givens, not as things to be transcended.

Key skills. Here we can point to the skill of “going outside the frame,” thinking laterally and creatively. An associated skill is the ability to design, invent new structures and procedures.

The basic skills of collaboration are key. Visions can’t be shared without direct, joint work on decisions that matter, nor without the ability to support and encourage others in dreaming. Advice: Spend time on team building and on training in group problem solving and decision making.

Resources
Effective change takes money and time. We found that a floor of funds (from $50–100,000 annually for several years) is needed for serious change efforts in big-city high schools. Such funds may be “add-ons,” or reallocations within the budget, or in-kind donations of services. Most of these funds should go to internal coordination and shared planning (our average survey principal spent 70 days a year on improvement work, the average teacher spent 70 days over three to four years) and to intense, sustained, focused external assistance (more-successful schools used more than 50 days a year of external assistance for training, coaching, and capacity-building).

Successful schools also scanned actively for a broad range of resources (time, the right people, services, educational programs and materials, support and influence) that furthered their vision. We also saw much assertive, imaginative negotiation to get what was needed. (“The central office wanted to fix the boiler, but I knew that paint and cleanup was much more critical for staff morale. I knew they’d fix the boiler anyway if it broke.”)

Building permanent internal resource structures (for example, cadres, coordinators, program managers, steering groups) was also important.

Although money is a master resource for buying other resources, assistance and internal coordination are really “multiplier” resources. Good assistance and coordination multiply resources through better decisions on other resources: staffing, time use, and educational practices and materials. They also build internal assistance capacity.

Issues of will. One of the biggest issues is facing up to the fact that changes cost money and confronting a second fact: powerful others may lack that realization—and may have to be persuaded (for example, through reminders that $50,000 a year is usually less than 1 percent of a school’s budget), converted to supporters, or even bypassed. Finding and getting resources takes tenacity—hanging in there and persisting against obstacles.
Visioning is a joint process; hope depends on successful and optimistic interaction among people.
central office, as well as from external business and university partners.
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